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Our self-propelled sandslinger is based on a modified 2WD tractor frame. We 
designed a special hook up with an articulation point that is attached to the back 
axle of the tractor. This allows the unit to articulate 32 degree in both directions and 
it also oscillates 5 degree in each way to be able to drive over bumps and curves. It is 
a 75 hp mechanical drive tractor with a power shuttle shift, because a fair bit of 
weight is transferred on the drive axle the unit has good traction. The drive axle has 
a diff lock. The big advantage of the design is a super maneuverability, it is 6 ft wide 
and it can turn on a 12ft wide cross over into a 10ft wide scrape alley. This means you 
need less doors and room in your barn and more cows per square foot .   

  THE POWER UNIT

THE SAND SLINGER

OJB-industries is a leader in innovative agricultural equipment. Our company combines a long 
history of family dairy farming with an international background in mechanical and industrial 
engineering. We are continuously striving to improve the performance of our existing products 
and to innovate new products with the farmer in mind. So we made a very maneuverable 
self-propelled sand slinger. It provides maximum efficiency through precise, balanced distribution 
of dairy sand into a free-stall barn.



The sandslinger is an in- house, from the ground up designed and developed unit. 

- The Hopper will hold 8 ton of sand and this is wide enough to be loaded with a 
payloader bucket, but also still low enough to be easy filled with a skid steer.

- The apron chain is hydraulic driven thru a worm gear drive. We used a ½? grade 100 
lift ing chain with special made AR400 steel slats to convey the sand out of the hopper. 
This style chain with in house made AR400 sprockets has proven itself in our manure 
spreaders for years.  

- The side discharge belt is special made for OJB. It is a continuous vulcanized belt with 
cleats and side guards also vulcanized on it. The belt drive has a dual hydraulic motor 
which has its own hydraulic circuit powered by the tractor pto. Because both belt 
pulleys are driven the belt spins effortless with no tracking issues in both directions. A 
small cylinder under the frame can let the belt tip in both directions so you have a 
better aim.

- The undercarriage has large 445/65r22.5 truck super singles which gives enough 
flotation and weigh carrying capacity.
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